AGL

agl is snuggled up tightly with the (coal)ition government, seemingly bidding for
influence through undeclared political donations1. outwardly proclaiming a sustainable
energy future, agl keeps it edgy under the covers, contributing to the erosion of
australia’s chances of staying under 1.5 degrees by being our biggest corporate
greenhouse gases emitter2. dirty is so hot right now.

42.2mt

million tonnes3

saying this
“we believe in
sustainable secure
and affordable
energy6”

537m

million profit4

73.8k
nsw party
donations5

doing this shitfuckery:
operates some of the largest coal fired stations in australia6
told shareholders they ‘simply will not adhere’ to the paris agreement7
ranked as australia’s largest corporate ghg emitter8
fined $15k by the epa for air pollution9
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ALCOA

sitting proudly in 4th place in wa’s top ten carbon polluters1, alcoa looks after its own by using
threats of termination to intimidate workers into accepting lousy working conditions2. still
digging up shit and battling it out with the ato3, alcoa is promising to reduce its emissions by
30% by 2025. they even planted some trees4, so may have a promising future in greenwashing,
bless em!

4.7mt
2019/20205

saying this

“we act with
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with excellence and
8
care for people ”

170m

net income6

1.05b

tax bill owed7

doing this shitfuckery:

world

spilt 7 million litres of potentially toxic chemicals at alumina refinery9
conspiring to orchestrate bribes in bahrain to overcharge for alumina10
operations in guinea polluted or destroyed 91 water sources11
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BHP

the world’ s biggest mining company - uranium, copper, iron ore, coal, you name it, they
have found a way to dig it up. bhp recently cut and run on their north west shelf operations
ceding all climate responsibility to woodside upon realising their own executive bonuses
were tied to cutting emissions1. way to build a better world!
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million tonnes2

saying this
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billion profit3
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doing this shitfuckery:
safety warnings kept secret from workers at olympic dam for 3 years6
responsible for the ‘worst environmental disaster’ in brazil’s history7
expanding uranium trade to sell to insecure regions8
mining camp fifo workers accused of rape9
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chevron

our deserving recipient of the inaugural artwash award in 2019, chevron appear to be earnestly
campaigning for a second win by falsely advertising themselves as environmentally friendly1
whilst poisoning the amazon2 and being seriously lucky on tax3. with no decarbonisation strategy
or net zero greenhouse gases targets4, the company even have an anti-chevron day5 dedicated to
their global shitfuckery.
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million tonnes
[scope 1]6

saying this
“the human
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operating revenue7

0
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doing this shitfuckery:

world

gorgon lng plant was the 3rd largest greenhouse gas emitter in australia10
dumped 16 billion gallons of toxic waste into ecuadorian amazon11
accused for unfair treatment of workers and lack of safety12
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IWATANI

keen on making ‘the earth a better place to live’, iwatani claims that gas is one of the earth’s
‘most precious gifts to mankind’ with brown coal referred to as ‘an abundant resource’1. there is a
possibility that the “better earth” they envision may not be better for us all. iwatani are the big daddy
of gas and lpg in japan, recently buying out doral in australia, they diversified their environmental
footprint to include kicking up titanium minerals and radioactive releasing zircon sand.
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doing this shitfuckery:

world

fined $175k for price-fixing activity4
producing hydrogen from brown coal in a A$500m project in victoria5
minerals sand mining may generate acid sulphate
soils and radiation6
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FMG

in 2020, fmg was the fourth largest iron ore producer in the world1, out there tearing up the
pilbara in exchange for a profit. hit by an apparent environmental epiphany, twiggy forrest,
founder and sea loving billionaire, has rushed to embrace green hydrogen2 to decarbonise the
steelmaking industry which should help protect their iron ore revenue, oh, and save the oceans
too, obvs. nothing fishy here...
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million tonnes3

saying this
“thriving
communities
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global force ”

6.35b
net profit4

92k

donations
labour & lib5

doing this shitfuckery:

world

withheld $1.9m in royalties from yindjibarndi people re mining leases 7
funded a splinter group of the yindjibarndi to broker a better fmg deal8
asic criminal prosecution for allegedly misleading fmg investors9
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RIO
TINTO

cultural vandals extraordinaire, rio tinto are one of the largest mining companies
in the world1. loose with its financial reporting2 and heavy on the bribery3, rio tnt
revel in their reputation for ruthless indifference towards environmental crimes4,
compensation claims5 and human rights abuses6. advice for new employees “fit in or
fuck off15” lovely!
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million tonnes7

saying this
“we produce
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to human progress10”
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minerals
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doing this shitfuckery:
55yrs mining at tom price without paying a cent to traditional owners11
human rights violations caused by pollution from mine in bougainville12
dumping toxic waste into indonesia’s river system13
destruction of ancient juukan gorge14
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ROY
HILL

aesthetics matter to iron ore loving roy hill, who look pretty in pink with their entire operations
clad in fuschsia because... oh look, their trucks are painted pink to raise breast cancer1
awareness. is breastwashing a thing now? roy hill’s chair is australia’s richest supporter of
climate change denial2 and amateur poet3, gina rinehart, whose best work may well be the
sublime company tagline.
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saying this
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37k

liberal parties6

doing this shitfuckery:

world

ceo largest single shareholder channel 10 [10%] and fairfax [13%]9
ceo key funder of climate sceptic think-tank [the ipa] $4.5m10
opposes increases in govt involvement in aboriginal
heritage protection laws11
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santos

not to be confused with santa, frackers extraordinaire santos have bought into their own spin1,
choosing to believe that natural gas is a ‘clean fuel’ that provides ‘clean energy’. santos recently
ramped up their mining exploits against the wishes of farmers, traditional owners and their own
shareholders2. having already delivered on the odd hoax report3 and greenwashing escapades4,
santos’ xmas present may well be gift wrapped carbon bombing5. merry total climate chaos!
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doing this shitfuckery:

world

sued for false ‘clean fuel’ claims and targets despite fossil fuel expansion10
fined after contaminating local aquifer in pilliga with uranium12
plans to drill 850 new gas wells over 20yrs against
wishes of gomeroi people11
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TIANQI

LITHIUM

regarded as the “oil of the 21st century”, lithium is one of the key metals needed for rechargeable
energy. but it’s greener though, right? nope. the extraction process is still open cast. it takes
up to 500,000 gallons of water [per mt lithium], degrades land, contaminates ground water,
destroys vegetation and causes the odd respiratory disease. yay for lithium!
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doing this shitfuckery:
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the largest hard-rock lithium mine in the world at greenbushes, wa6
ordered to pay $29m by supreme court for refusal to pay contractor5
controls 46% of the global production of lithium [2018]6
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woodside

with the most polluting lng project in australia1 and now bhp’s hand-me-downs2 boosting their
portfolio, woodside enjoy support from state3 & federal4 government whilst dodging tax5, sidestepping emissions targets6, degrading cultural heritage sites7 and raiding climate activists’
homes8. here’s to charging off the cliff edge thelma and louise style towards climate destruction.
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doing this shitfuckery:

world

wants to dump 400 tonnes of plastic equipment on the seabed forever13
total lifetime carbon footprint of burrup hub = 6 billion tonnes of CO214
failing to set targets for scope 3 emissions15
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